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Abstract
This article describes a case study of an Asian
Information Technology (IT) outsourcing partnership in
the discrete manufacturing industry. Interviews with
business and IT executives of both the outsourcing
company and the IT supplier provided the necessary
insights. Nowadays many organizations in discrete
manufacturing move their plants to Asian countries or
other lower wages countries. Most IT suppliers in Asia
are relatively inexperienced with the management of IToutsourcing relationships. But not only the IT suppliers
are inexperienced, also the outsourcing companies do not
have a track record in the management of IT-outsourcing
relationships. Moreover, besides the level of experience
also cultural issues play an important role in this matter.
Contrary to the level of experience the cultural factor will
not change over the next years. This article aims to
provide a better understanding of managing IToutsourcing partnerships in developing Asian countries
on the basis of an IT-outsourcing partnership model.

1. Problem Specification
Asia is a growth market for IT services; however, the
level of experience with the management of IT
outsourcing is low compared to the rest of the world.
Gartner presents for 2001 a general higher average growth
for the Asian IT market than the 10% yearly growth for

the rest of the world [8]. Looking at today’s IToutsourcing market the maturest IT-outsourcing
partnerships are found in the US. The UK and Australia
are closely following. The rest of Western Europe is
behind the UK and Australia. The rest of the world,
including Asia is far behind. As a consequence the level
of experience in managing IT-outsourcing partnerships is
very low in these countries [14] [16].
Furthermore the Asian culture has a large impact on
business relations [4]. Hofstede provides a framework to
analyze culture [10]. In this paper we focus in particular
on the effects of power distance and individualism.
Compared to other aspects of culture distinguished by
Hofstede, like masculinity and uncertainty avoidance
these aspects turn out to be the most dominant ones in the
Asian culture, compared with US, UK and Australia and
Western Europe. The Asian culture is in particular
characterized by a large power distance and collectivism
[11].
The question addressed in this paper is how IToutsourcing partnerships can be managed properly in
these inexperienced, high power distance, and collectivist
countries. We discuss an in-depth case study of an Asian
IT-outsourcing partnership in the discrete manufacturing
industry, with which we aim:
• to describe an IT-outsourcing partnership in Asia
• to derive lessons learned for managing Asian IToutsourcing partnerships
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2
discusses the theoretical foundations. It includes
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definitions of culture, IT-outsourcing partnerships,
experience, power distance and individualism. The IToutsourcing partnership model is the conceptual
framework for this article. This model will be used to
describe the Asian IT-outsourcing partnership case in
section 3. Section 4 provides analyses and observations.
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Figure 1: Factors in determining the culture of
the US, UK and Australia and Western Europe
versus the Asian countries [11].

2. IT-outsourcing partnership model
2.1 Cultural impact on managing
When discussing culture Hofstede writes: “ The collective
programming of the mind distinguishes the members of
one group or society from those of another.
….Management within a society is very much constrained
by its cultural context, because it is impossible to
coordinate the actions of people without a deep
understanding of their values, beliefs and expressions.”
[10]. Difference in culture makes it still very hard for
Western companies to prosper business relationships in

Asia [12]. Steinbart and Nath confirm the impact of
culture for Information Technology [21]. Culture has also
an impact on managing IT-outsourcing partnerships [5].
As can be derived from Figure 1 the most significant
differences between the Western and Asian cultures are
related to power distance and individualism.
Power distance
Power distance can be defined by the extent to which the
members of a society accept that power in instructions
and organization is distributed unequally [11]. Power
distance affects the behavior of the less powerful as well
as of the more powerful members of the society. In a large
power distance society the people accept a hierarchical
order in which everybody has a place which needs no
further justification. The Asian countries are examples of
countries with a large power distance, see Figure 1.
A small power distance society strives for power
equalization and demands justification for power
inequalities. The US, UK and Australia and most Western
European countries can be characterized as small power
distance societies, see Figure 1.
Individualism
Individualism can be characterized as a preference for a
loosely knit social framework in societies wherein
individuals are supposed to take care of themselves and
their immediate families only: the I-concept [11]. The US,
UK and Australia and most Western European countries
can be characterized as individualistic societies, see
Figure 1. The opposite of individualism is collectivism.
This can be characterized as a preference for a tightly knit
social framework in which individuals can expect their
relatives, clan or other in-group to look after them in
exchange for unquestioning loyalty: the WE-concept [11].
The Asian countries are examples of countries with
collectivism, see Figure 1.

2.2 IT-outsourcing partnership
The literature on IT-outsourcing contains several
contributions to the question on how to manage IToutsourcing partnership [3] [5] [15] [16] [18]. In this
article an IT-outsourcing-partnership model provides the
conceptual framework, and is composed of the following
elements: the outsourcing company, the IT supplier, the
relationship,
experience,
power
distance
and
individualism –see Figure 3-.
The companies involved
The outsourcing company is the company that decides to
start a long-term contractual relationship with one or more
IT suppliers to provide all or part of its IT services. The
IT supplier is responsible for the delivery of the IT
services to the outsourcing company.
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The relationship
There are two elements that characterize the relationship
between the outsourcing company and the IT supplier: the
type of IT sourcing decision and the type of services
involved.
Based on research of Currie and Willocks we can
determine four types of IT sourcing decisions [5] [22].
The most restricted type is a relationship with the internal
IT-department: insourcing. A more comprehensive type
describes a relationship with one or more IT suppliers for
only parts of the IT services: multiple selective sourcing.
The most comprehensive type describes a relationship for
all IT services, with one or more IT suppliers: total
outsourcing. The fourth type is an alliance/joint venture.
The latter is not very relevant in Asia [6].
For the type of services IDC [13] provides the following
definitions. The type of service that has the smallest
impact on the outsourcing company is Information
Systems outsourcing. These services are the traditional IT
services such as infrastructure services, desktop services
and application management services. These IT services
support the business processes but are not an integral part
of the business processes. The type of service that
includes parts of the business processes has a larger
impact: Processing Outsourcing. These are a coherent set
of services that are part of and interact with business
processes. The type of service that has the largest impact
is the services that include also non-IT services as part of
the total service offering of the IT supplier to the
outsourcing company: Business Processing Outsourcing.
Experience
In this article experience is defined as the level of
experience of both the outsourcing company and the IT
suppliers in managing IT-outsourcing partnerships in the
Asian region. Most of the outsourcing companies and the
IT suppliers in the Asian countries do not have a very
large track record in managing IT-outsourcing
partnerships [14] [16]. As suggested by Currie and
Willocks [5] [22] and IDC [13] there is relationship
between the required level of experience on one hand and
the types of sourcing and type of services on the other
hand. In general the higher the degree of client/supplier
inexpediency, and the higher the level of complexity of

Type of IT sourcing decision

Type of services

the IT services involved in the relationship, the higher the
required level of experience in the management of the
relationship will be [22] [13] [see figure 2].
The experience of the involved companies can only be
increased by hands-on experiences in addition to
descriptive processes on how to manage IT-outsourcing
partnerships [3].
It is clear that the level of experience can and will change;
the existing culture will be very difficult to change.
Moreover, there is no clear normative picture on the right
or wrong of a culture in general and of different values of
power distance and individualism in particular. It is
however clear that these cultural issues influence doing
business in the Asian countries and have to be dealt with
by western organizations entering the Asian market [4].

3.

An Asian IT-outsourcing partnership

The next section discusses the case of a successful Asian
IT-outsourcing
partnership.
The
IT-outsourcing
partnership model will help to position the case study.
The results of the interviews are projected on the
descriptive model. The nature of this type of research is
explorative. We used the case study method, because it
enables “reality” to be captured in considerably greater
detail than other methods, and it also allows the analysis
of considerable greater number of variables [23].
This case description is based on interviews of 1 ½ hour
each with the IT director of the business unit of the
outsourcing company and the service delivery director of
the IT supplier. The interviewees provided insight in the
factors, which they thought to have a major impact on IT
outsourcing relationships in Asia. The interviews are
based on a structured questionnaire with open questions
related to the elements of the IT-outsourcing partnership
model. We also analyzed relevant reports and obtained
archival data. The results of our research are discussed in
the sections 3.3 until 3.5. Section 3.1 and 3.2 provide the
context and the introduction of the investigated case.

Insourcing
Selective multiple sourcing
Total sourcing
Information Systems outsourcing
Processing outsourcing
Business process outsourcing

Needed experience in managing IToutsourcing partnerships
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High

Figure 2: Needed experiences in managing IT-outsourcing partnerships for the outsourcing company
and IT suppliers, related to the sourcing and the type of services of the relationship [5] [13] [22].
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Figure 3: the IT-outsourcing partnership model and the influences of power distance, individualism
and experience
The outsourcing company’s IT director: She is responsible for IT at her
company’s Asian assembly and test business unit. She has an expatiate
assignment. She heads the local information management office of about
8 employees. In addition she is a member of the business unit’s
management team, hierarchically at the level of plant managers. She is
responsible for about 30 % of the business unit’s entire IT budget –
strategic applications-.
The IT supplier’s service delivery director: Like his client, the IT
supplier’s service delivery director works for his company’s Asian
subsidiary. The contract studied here is part of his responsibilities. He is
a member of the Asian management team and operates at senior
management level.

3.1

Context

The IT-outsourcing partnership of this case study is
situated in Asia. Two locally managed subsidiaries of
companies based in Europe began their relationship in
1998, on the basis of a five-year outsourcing contract. The
IT supplier, employing more than 1200 people in Asia, is
a global service provider. It offers full services and runs a
regional data center connected to other regional data
centers in order to guarantee world-wide services 24
hours a day. The outsourcing company has been operating
in discrete manufacturing for over 25 years and employs
more than 3500 employees. It is a subsidiary of a globally
active company that is quoted at several stock exchanges.
As a business unit it is part of the global company’s
division for business-to-business markets, whose products
are mainly sold to third parties. The division’s value chain

consists of three segments: semimanufactured products,
assembly and test and technical marketing. For each part
of this value chain separate business units have been set
up worldwide. They operate by region. The company’s
technical marketing organization is spread out over a
large number of countries to support its local sales. Semimanufactured products involve high added values and
knowledge-intensive processes;
the business units
responsible for them are therefore mainly located in the
western world. Assembly and testing, on the other hand,
is labour-intensive and involves high volumes and low
added values. Its business units are mainly located in
countries with lower wages. The Asian assembly and test
business unit runs major plants in three countries as well
as a large number of offices in various countries. The IToutsourcing partnership studied, however, applies to one
country only; in the other two countries there is a
preference for secondment and for outsourcing entire
projects; there the company consequently maintains small
IT departments of its own. The relation of these two
companies may be characterized as information systems
outsourcing and selective multiple outsourcing.
At first the contract involved about 20 Full Time
Equivalents (FTEs), all deployed in the client’s largest
factory. In time the contract was expanded to 35 FTEs
and involved several plants. The IT-outsourcing
partnership is about a transformation of a mainframe
platform into a client server architecture. This
transformation project is not yet finished and still requires
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the IT supplier’s attention. The IT supplier is also
responsible for the maintenance and operation of this
infrastructure and its corresponding applications, on a 7 x
24 hours’ basis. The supplier’s activities focus on
applications (ERP and Shop Floor Control systems). This
includes new release creation, changes, bug solving, and
support.
Start contract
Duration of the contact
Size of the contract today
Transferred people
IT supplier
Outsourcing company

Relationship

1998
5 year
35 FTE’s
17
Global service provider
•
B-to-B market
•
Labour intensive
•
High volume
•
Low added value
•
Information systems outsourcing
•
Selective multiple outsourcing

Figure 4: key characteristics of the investigated
case
The local market in which these two companies operate is
similar to the European market of 10 years ago. There are
many small players, mainly focused on the development
of tailor-made applications. Then there is a limited
number of large local companies that offer ERP package
implementation. A few very large Asian conglomerates
offer limited IT services to Asian markets through their
internal IT departments. Some global service providers,
like the IT supplier in this case study, have subsidiaries in
this local market. Such a scattered and immature market
presents difficulties to those who are active in it. The lack
of IT professionals who have experience with business
process-oriented work limits the professional services
these players can offer.

3.2

Introduction

For the outsourcing company the main argument to
contract the IT supplier was the low maturity level of its
own IT department. It needed the support in order to
realize the transition from a mainframe platform to a
client server platform. Therefore, the outsourcing relation
began with this application and infrastructure
transformation. Since this involved much business reengineering it influenced the entire business unit. The IT
director of the outsourcing company considers IT to be of
strategic importance. Her company’s business and the
changing environment in which it operates simply made
performance and quality improvements necessary and
thus called for the transformation. The present owner
bought these plants only a few years ago, and is now in
the process of integrating them into its organization. This
integration makes the innovation in business processes
necessary and requires a new IT platform.

3.3

Relationship

The interviews indicate that the three most important
elements related to the relationship are business
improvement, contract structure and contractual
obligations. The factor Business improvement represents
the goals, which the outsourcing company is pursuing
with the outsourcing relationship [5]. The IT-outsourcing
partnership is framed into the contract structure and
contractual obligations [15].
Business improvement
The region in which this business unit operates is
normally chosen for its inexpensive workforce. The
average educational level in these parts of the world is not
very high and most employees are monolingual. This
limits the potential for ambitious investments within the
context of a multinational company. On the other hand,
there is usually little need for ambitious projects,
precisely because of these low wages. These two
conditions enforce the backward position of the business
unit in our study. The management has recognized this
backward position and has initiated a remarkable
ambitious business program, which necessitates a change
of the IT-environment. The IT supplier has introduced
state-of-the-art applications that have a major impact on
the plant’s operation. According to the service delivery
director: ‘For the plant’s employees these new IT services
constitute a move from the Stone Age to the year 2000.
They really mean a big change for everyone involved’. In
this specific situation such major investments are justified
because the consequent business re-engineering turns the
old-fashioned factory into an up-to-date plant as well. As
a result of the new IT-investments instead of lagging the
plant now takes a leading position, with short lead times
and low stock levels. In this company’s business that is a
serious advantage, and it dramatically improves its
competitive position. Ultimately, the plan is to use the
experience gained here to achieve the same improvements
in the business unit’s other two plants. This requires a
large effort from both the outsourcing company and the
IT suppliers. The outsourcing company has to adapt their
business processes to bring their organization to a higher
maturity level.
Contractual obligations
The outsourcing contract revolves around the supplier’s
input obligations. The IT supplier is not rewarded for
extra output or for improving the level of its services, and
thus there is no long-term stimulus to make any extra
effort. The IT director of the outsourcing company is fully
aware of this problem: ‘Our IT supplier really wants to
deliver good services. The value for money they offer is
the result of their staff working very hard, often during
extremely long working hours. One explanation for this
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dedication is that their staff has a great sense of
responsibility. The problem, however, is that they cannot
be expected to go on making such long days indefinitely.’
When the contract was drawn up, neither party had any
outsourcing experience. Therefore, they agreed that
rewards for extra effort or improvements were
unnecessary. The IT director believes this may change.
‘We have gained a clear insight into our supplier’s efforts,
output and deliverables; our partnership has become
maturer. When we signed the present contract we agreed
to revise it when needed. Now might be time to do so.’
She explains why output definitions were left out of the
original contracts. ‘Before we signed the contract I
showed the draft to a couple of people. They all
recommended adding extra output-related clauses. But I
argued this is impossible if you start from scratch. I stuck
to my point and I don’t regret it. Of course I expect
output, but how could I know how much it was
reasonable to expect? And how should such output be
measured?’ Ultimately, of course, measuring output is the
only way to go. ‘For this contract countless hours were
spent on defining the input for each function point - quite
irrelevant, really. It’s just that measuring output is so
difficult!’
The current contract also contains a number of Key
Performance Indicators (KPI’s), in addition to the
gentlemen’s agreement according to which the IT supplier
ensures that its clients’ plants will function properly.
These KPIs focus on the availability, reliability and on-

time delivery of the modules that constitute the software
development projects.
Contract structure
The outsourcing company and its IT supplier have
established global outsourcing relations. These are laid
down in their Corporate Framework Agreements, which
provide the general terms and conditions for divisionlevel Partnership Framework Agreements as well as
Service Framework Agreements at business unit level.
The individual service contracts are called Service Level
Agreements and fit within the Service Framework
Agreements of their business units. In them tasks and
responsibilities - input obligations - are specified. These
include the capability levels of the supplier’s staff and the
capacity required, with a guaranteed minimum and an
upper limit. The outsourcing company must, of course,
inform the supplier on time if any capacity changes are
needed.
In the relationship it became clear that the lack of
experience in IT-outsourcing partnerships hindered the
process of bringing about the final contract. This could
have been compensated by the presence of a Partnership
Framework Agreement at division level. However in this
case the existing Partnership Framework Agreement
could not be applied because of the specifics of
agreement.

Concern Framework Agreement
Partnership Framework Agreement
Division A
Service Framework

Partnership Framework Agreement
Division B

Partnership Framework Agreement
Division N

Service Framework
business unit A

Service Level Agreement

Service Level Agreement

Service Framework

Service Level Agreement

Service Level Agreement
Service Level Agreement
Service Framework
business unit B
Service Framework
business unit N

Figure 5: Contract structure of IT-outsourcing partnership (only the dark boxes are applicable to the IToutsourcing partnership of the investigated case)
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3.4

Outsourcing company

The interviewees indicated that the three most important
factors related to the outsourcing company are IT
strategy, Information Management and IT-budget. The IT
strategy has to support the business and the changes in the
business [1] [9]. Information Management is responsible
for the implementation of the IT strategy and for
managing the IT-outsourcing partnerships [19]. The IT
budget is available to spend on IT services. The IT-budget
should be part of the total budget of a profit and loss
responsibility business unit [7].
IT strategy
In most of the outsourcing companies, centrally
determined enterprise wide IT strategies provide guidance
for the IT strategies on lower levels – e.g. SBU level – of
the organization. In our case study company there is a
larger degree of freedom for the business unit to
determine its own IT strategy. The division and its parent
company supervise the business unit, but not very closely,
leaving the IT director of the business unit much freedom
with respect to her IT strategy. Her freedom is increased
still further by the fact that the division’s IT strategy is
not updated frequently.
The absence of a guiding division IT strategy enables the
business unit to focus their IT strategy on the ambitious
business process-reengineering program. To implement
this IT strategy a powerful and capable IT director is
required. In this specific case the IT director is a Western
European expatriate manager with a large track record in
implementing business process-reengineering programs.
She has been attracted because of the lack of local skills.
Although, in general there is a tendency towards “virtual”
assignments, she has been asked to commit herself to a
long-term
international
assignment.
“Virtual”
assignement employees have combined roles in their
home organization and abroad. This increases flexibility,
it increases the willingness of individual employees to
agree to an international assignment and saves costs [20].
However, in this specific case a “virtual” assignment
would not work. The expatriate manager needs to be
present on a full time basis because of the size and the
impact of the long-term transformation project. The
introduction of a Western European manager also has
solved the problem of power distance and collectivism.
This manager is expected to independently develop and
drive new initiatives to achieve the goals of the ambitious
program in co-operation with her local staff. Her
acceptance by the local staff contributed to the realization
of the program goals.
Information management
The outsourcing company has an information
management staff of about 8 FTE, headed by the IT

director. This team is responsible for the business unit’s
IT strategy and the functional specification of the
applications. Originally, the information management
team consisted of its manager and the technically oriented
people. But this team had little affinity with business
issues, and consequently there were difficulties in their
communication with the plants for which they were
working. The transition project was too important to take
any such risks. Therefore, a solution was found in
appointing new information managers and in adding
business people of just below management level to the
team. Due to these start-up problems the information
management team has not yet achieved much. But both
the outsourcing company and its IT supplier stress the
importance of having a proper information management,
especially for medium-term and long-term planning. The
supplier’s service delivery director puts it like this: ‘We
are really trying to support the information management
team. They can help make IT a strategic tool. But it’s hard
for our client to find qualified people, who have the right
managerial and conceptual capabilities. This is not, by the
way, an issue in this outsourcing company only.’
IT budget
In most companies the business units have a profit & loss
responsibility. This results in a decentralized IT budget
for the business units. The IT director of this case study is
responsible for 30 % of her business unit’s IT budget; the
other 70 % is decentralized to the plants. Such a split is
unusual; in most outsourcing companies the entire IT
budget is decentralized. Leaving the full responsibility for
spending the IT budget with the plants might have
resulted in a lack of initiatives due to the high power
distance. The IT director’s position is strengthened by her
30%, and this centralized slice of the budget enables her
to achieve efficiency by standardization and supports the
ambitious goals of the business process-reengineering
program of the business unit. The plants’ budgets, on the
other hand, allow customization by fitting IT services to
their specific needs. It is difficult to establish whether
splitting 30/70 is the right proportion, but some kind of
split certainly seems to contribute to the good governance
of the IT-outsourcing partnership and the alignment of
business and IT.

3.5

IT supplier

Contract and account management, service delivery and
human resources are the most important factors related to
the IT supplier which were mentioned in the interviews.
Contract and account management is responsible for
managing the IT-outsourcing relationship with the
outsourcing company [2] [18]. Service delivery is
responsible for providing the contracted IT services to the
outsourcing company [3]. Human resources is on of the
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most important issues today in managing IT-outsourcing
partnerships as worldwide there is a shortage for IT
professionals [17].
Contract and account management
Sales cycles in Asia are longer than the sales cycles in the
Western world [12]. According to the service delivery
director: ‘Once you have done a successful project you
easily get another project from the same customer. We
have some promising first projects with new customers
but there is still a lot to do.’ In the Asian culture trust is
very important [18], which increases the length of the
sales cycle. Also collectivism and a large power distance
increases the sales cycle. All the involved people need to
agree prior to signing a contract. The large power distance
results in formal negotiation procedures.
In order to maintain and further develop the IToutsourcing partnership in our case study company a
symposium is organized every year. This approach
matches the collectivism and the large power distance.
The symposium contributes to create group support for
the current and the future services of the IT supplier.
The large power distance is overcome by incorporating
the responsible managers of the outsourcing company.
The symposium focuses on relevant developments in
business and IT, addressing real issues facing the
outsourcing company’s senior business and IT managers.
The topics chosen reflect new and innovative
opportunities, such as e-business. To show its
commitment the supplier always has senior managers
from outside the country attend the symposium. Says the
service delivery director: ‘These symposia illustrate our
general pro-active mode. We actively offer value
propositions that will improve their business.’
Service delivery
The IT supplier’s local organization uses its parent
company’s global processes to increase the effectiveness
and efficiency of its service delivery process. However,
not all-global processes are implemented, only those that
really result in benefits for the outsourcing company.
Such a mix of global and local solutions is necessary
because of the limited size of the contract. For example
implementing tooling for monitoring IT operations is very
costly and will not pay off in such a limited environment.
The service delivery director explains how it works: ‘In
Asia we deliver services to three different plants. One is
completely serviced by us, on the basis of a long-term
outsourcing contract. The second is partly serviced by us,
on the basis of project and secondment contracts. And the
third plant is serviced entirely by the client’s own IT
departments. Implementing all our global processes
would lead to conflicts with these departments, which is
why we mix processes from both our organizations. The
result is a smoother, harmonized co-operation.’ He

realizes that the mix doesn’t please everyone: ‘Of course
neither our corporate organization nor that of our client is
very pleased with this solution. It isn’t the standard way
of doing things. But I don’t care. Our customers are
satisfied, it works. And that’s what counts.’ Asked for an
example, he tells us about their corporate helpdesk. ‘It
really works well. But it’s too heavy and too sophisticated
for our local situation. So we set up a limited, local
helpdesk of our own, on the basis of these corporate
helpdesk processes. When I presented this solution at a
meeting at which our client’s corporate IT managers were
present they objected that this was not the standard
method. But their business people cut the discussion
short. This was what they needed.’ This limited solution
works because of its combination of local touch and
western service levels [7].
Human resources
According to the contract 20 people were transferred to
the IT supplier. As said these people are monolingual,
have limited IT skills and hardly or no business skills.
However they posses knowledge about the outsourcing
company. Realizing the change by the IT services
supplier in the outsourcing organization requires an influx
of new people. These people need to have in particular
higher IT and implementation skills. In order to keep the
best-qualified staff opportunities for experience and skill
improvement have to be created. It is advisable to transfer
the best-qualified people to other customers. In this way a
balanced combination is realized to provide services to
the outsourcing company, to integrate the transferred
employees and to stretch their growth potential. The
current contract involves 35 FTE from the total of 1200
employees of the Asian organization of the IT supplier.

4.

Analysis & observations

The above case describes a successful IT-outsourcing
partnership in an environment characterized by lack of
experience in managing IT-outsourcing partnerships, high
power distance and collectivism. The contract included an
ambitious program involving IT and business related
changes. This program had to bring the client
organization from a Stone Age situation to the high
performing organization according to today’s standards.
The following factors contributed to the success of the
relationship:
1.

Because of the lack of experience in managing IToutsourcing partnerships, the initial contract was
based on input requirements instead of output
requirements.
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Transferred
employees 20

current contract involve 35 FTE

transferred employees working
for the outsourcing company

employees of the IT-services supplier
working for the outsourcing company

transferred employees
working for
other customers

employees of the IT-services supplier working for other customers

Number of employees in Asian 1200
Figure 6: sourcing of the IT-outsourcing partnership for the investigated case in the perspective of the
Asian organization of the IT supplier
2.

The transformation was the responsibility of a
Western European IT director. This helped to
overcome the problems with high power distance.
The IT director was expected to develop own
initiatives and drive the changes. It would have been
questionable whether these skills could have been
expected from a local IT director. Especially within
the context of a business unit located in Asia, which
is part of a multi national company, a more ‘wait and
see’ policy due to the high power distance was to be
expected.
3. The position of the IT director was enforced by
allocating a substantial part of the IT budget to her.
Again this helped to overcome problems related to a
lack of initiative which could have been the
consequences of the large power distance and the
collectivism of the local staff.
4. The IT supplier invested in the relationship among
others by organizing joint workshops with senior
business and IT management of the client which
helped to overcome the problems related to high
power distance and contributed to getting collective
[the collectivist aspect of the culture] support for the
changes.
5. The IT supplier has defined global processes and
tools to enable the service delivery. The services in
this case consist of a mixture of global processes and
tools and local specific solutions. This helped in

particular to align to the changes required by the
customer. This observation is not only true for IToutsourcing partnership in Asia but is true for all IToutsourcing partnerships of a limited size.
6. The IT supplier established a mix of staff in order to
support the client. This mix consisted of staff which
was previously on the payroll of the outsourcing
company and new staff coming from the IT supplier.
This mixture contributed to developing the
transformation in the outsourcing company. The
former outsourcing company’s staff possessed
specific knowledge of the company. The new staff
possessed specialized IT and implementation skills.
This observation is generally applicable to all IToutsourcing partnerships however in this particular
situation it is even more relevant because of the large
power distance and collectivism characterizing the
local staff.
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